To whom it may concern:

When I reflected back and reminisced about Hamedah, this is what came to mind. Hamedah was a wonderful neighbor and loving mother. She supplied her children with all of their needs. For example, they had a clean home, plenty of food, shoes and clothing. Hamedah’s children came first in her life. She was always concerned about their welfare.

My children were attracted to Hamedah because she was always warm and kind. She welcomed them into her home. She had an open-door policy. She generously shared snacks and meals with them. For that reason, they wanted to visit often.

Her children became good friends with mine at a very early age. As adults, they are still friends. In fact, they are like sisters because Hamedah was like a second mother to them.

I do not profess to know all of the details of Hamedah’s case but I do know that she has paid her debt to society. She has spent numerous years away from the luxuries of living a free life.

Hamedah missed out on seeing her daughters grow up. She has beautiful grandchildren that she cannot hold and touch.

Hamedah’s family, friends and I would like her to come home where she belongs. This ordeal of her being in prison has dragged on long enough. Hamedah will never have the opportunity to compensate for the miss-placed years that separated her from her loved ones. At this point and time she should be allowed to move forward and do the best that she possibly can. I am confident she will. These are not just type-written words on paper. This is a heartfelt and sincere plea for Hamedah’s release!

Sincerely yours,

Sherry L. Davis

Sherry L. Davis